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Abstract 

 

Recently, remote health care is one of the serious issues to look after. Due to lack of technological 

advancement, the services in heath have been degrading. This work details about design of 5G Wireless 

communication systems and further it is implemented in telemedicine systems. As 5G deals with FBMC as 

a selected waveform and this has been chosen because it has the higher spectrum allocation capability and 

better interference rejection as compared to that of other multicarrier techniques. The main motivation to 

jump into 5G technologies is because of more connected devices and it can allocate the underutilized 

spectrum to the secondary user verifying the certain policies. As these telemedicine systems is one of the 

most needed technologies in health care especially in remote places and 5G systems has higher data rate 

where the health specialist can receive the patient status at less time and act as per the condition. This work 

details about transmission of patient’s vital sign, image and video and analysis which are most essential 

components in future Telemedicine systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Telemedicine is a wireless system which uses information and advance communication 

technology [1]. In these systems, remote hospitals can be considered as the transmitter section 

and one of the specialist hospitals can be considered as the receiver section [2]. A healthcare 

system can be made efficient with advance wireless and network technologies called 5G 

technology [3]. The main motto of telemedicine system is to implement expert based remote 

health care services in places like Sikkim and other north eastern states which lack with proper 

transportation facilities. In such systems, the patient vital sign is extracted using different sensors 

and further it is transmitted through 5G communication link and the same data is received at the 

major hospitals which act as a receiver section. The proposed telemedicine systems use developed 

5G wireless systems considering filter FBMC as a waveform for signal generation [4]. The main 

reason in choosing FBMC as a carrier because it has lesser peak to average power ratio (PAPR) 

compared to other multicarrier techniques [5]. As we have seen that the existing multicarrier uses 

one filter per multiple subcarriers but the future waveform technologies use individual filter for 

single subcarrier called as polyphase filter bank, which results in less inter symbol interference. 

5G wireless telemedicine system transmits the Patient vital sign such as ECG [6], temperature 

[7], blood pressure [8], blood oxygenation [9] and still images [10]. Video conferencing is one of 

the major trends in telemedicine system and all the parameters in telemedicine has been designed 

and successfully implemented in 5G wireless communication system [11]. 

 
METHODS 
 

A. Design of 5G Transmitters 
Offset OQAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, Poly phase network and OQAM post 

processing have been used to design a 5G Transmitter by employing a QAM mapping 
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with sample offset of M/2 components in phase (I) and quadrature (q) of complex signal 

[12]. Offset is the half time shift of the sub per sub carrier. 
 

Fig. 1. Design of 5G Transmitter [13]. 

The Separation process is known as synthesis filter banks. Operation by implementing 

the network phase used in FBMC after iFFT [14]. This block is used to reduce ICI and 

ISI. QAM symbol half-period time offset(T/2). Fig. 1 Shows the design of a 5G 

transmitter. The software that has been used to design the entire model called System Vue 

2013.01. The input signal used here is a random bit, which is converted to an integer. The 

value of the bit becomes an integer which corresponds to changes because the Bit model 

also changes to an integer. to generate a digitally modulated signal in the baseband using 

a Digital Modulation model, including basic modulation. 16QAM is chosen as the 

modulation scheme here. The oversampling ratio used is 16. The sample rate with the 

input signal and the timing signal at the output is related to the model set sample rate. The 

sample rate used is 1.6e+007 Hz. To convert complex input values into real and imaginary 

output values using the CxToRect Model. This model reads one sample from the input 

and writes one sample to each output. For two successive sub-channels, e.g., m and m+1, 

the real part of the QAM symbol in the sub-channel applies an offset, while the imaginary 

part of the QAM symbol applies m-1. CxToRect passes the incoming signal from the 

multiplier where the RIR filter and delay block are passed by the real signal. In the 

delayed block, the incoming signal will apply the delay unit. The transmitter side involves 

multiplying theta (ɵ) and beta (β). Here using theta values 1,j,1,j,1,j... for even and 

j,1,j,1,j,1.... for odd. For operation using a set of digital filters used in the poly phase. The 

set of three FIR filter kit is designed using a polyphase filter. The overlap factor is used 

when one input IFFT and one carrier modulation applies element data. The out-band 

rejection (interference) will be low and the spectral efficiency will be high when we 

increase the k factor. The individual filter is used to allocate each sub operator. Here the 

size of the iFFT is M with a sampling frequency of 1 with M carriers; therefore, the carrier 

frequency is 1/M [15]. 

B. Design of 5G Receiver 
The proposed method is shown in Fig. 2. The set point is the reference signal. The tuning 

method is a coefficient diagram. The nonlinear model is the Maglev System. The output 

is object position. The difference between the set point and feedback is error. The 

controller is integral state feedback. 
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Fig. 2. Design of 5G Receiver 

The transmitter uses digital bits with sub channel processing and IFFT as a demodulator. 

The value of betas is the same as the transmitter value. Sub channel mapping design 

receiver. A three-tap FIR filter was used to model sub-channel equalization. Operators 

will overlap at some point. Therefore, to solve this problem use an equalizer. Least Mean 

Squares (LMS) algorithm model used for implementing real arithmetic adaptive filter 

(FIR or IIR). Minimize errors in the desired signal and filter the output based on the Least 

Squares (LS) criteria using the LS Algorithm. 

 

C. Design and Analysis of 5G Wireless Communication Link 
5G communication transmitters, receivers and channels used to design 5G wireless 

communication systems [16]. Millimeter wave and have higher performance and are less 

sensitive to RF interference such as phase, boost, and non-linear power boosters, all of 

these used in 5G. Due to the high directivity of mm-wave transmission, mm-wave 

channels are relatively flat, and the distribution of a single solution is simpler than that 

required for future wireless systems [17]. 5G wireless communication system is shows in 

Fig. 3. The simulated transmitter and receiver models are used to develop the model. 

FBMC as a waveform used in 5G wireless communication. Compared to OFDM, FBMC 

offers additional benefits [18]. The FBMC waveform reduces the cyclic prefix which 

results in the better interference rejection and increases spectral efficiency [17][19][20]. 

As we know that, the communication systems are characterized by interference such as 

noise and this parameter is considered for designing. Initially the input is in form of 

baseband signal and furthers it is converted into RF signal, because the mm wave wireless 

communication uses the RF signals. Fig. 4 shows results of 5G wireless communication 

system.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Design of 5G Wireless Communication Systems [21]. 
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Fig. 4. Times Domain Signal of 5G Wireless Communication Systems. 

The FBMC model transmitter is represented by red waveform, while the receiver is 

represented by blue waveform. In the above results the receiver is almost identical to the 

transmitter, as it is delayed with the time of 100 μs. Since it is a wireless communication 

system which consists of transmitter and receiver. The transmission line is accompanied 

by noise, jamming and other inferences that separate these two models. According to the 

simulation results, the receiver fully receives the transmitter part which transmits the 

among of data, which means that compared to the existing OFDM technology the system 

has lower interference and this proves that the most efficient multicarrier technique for 

future wireless communication technology (5G technology) is FBMC. 

 

D. Design and Analysis of 5G Wireless Telemedicine Systems 
The developed telemedicine systems use the 5G transmitter in the remote hospitals and 

the receiver at the major hospitals where the patient health status is received, and it is 

diagnosed and monitored as per the requirements. This telemedicine system uses the 

patient vital sign such as ECG, temperature, blood pressure, blood oxygenation still 

images and videos [22]. Individual sensors are used to acquire the patient vital sig, 

processed and transmitted using 5G wireless communication systems. 

 

1. ECG in 5G Wireless Communication Systems 
The 0.5-100 Hz bandwidth limits the ECG signal. The FIR filter is used to filter out 

power line interference on the ECG signal, with a tap equal to 1*8. Fig. 4 shows 

design of ECG signal processing blocks. The ECG can be designed using the various 

digital signal processing, here sine wave is used as an input and given the gain of 5, 

followed by the FIR filter then the up sampling is given by a factor 2 followed by 

the amplifier [23]. Initially the input is analog is nature then the ADC block is used 
to convert the analog signal to digital. Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 shows transmission 

of ECG using 5G wireless communication systems and its results respectively. 

 

Fig. 5. Design of ECG Signal Processing Blocks. 
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Fig. 6. Transmission of ECG Using 5G Wireless Communication Systems. 

 

Fig. 7. Time Domain Signal of ECG IN 5G Systems. 

From the simulation result of ECG block, the three waves P Wave, QRS Wave T 

wave are identical with their own characteristics. From the above simulation block 

it is clear that the ECG signal has been clearly transmitted with the delay of about 

50µ sec which is very less time difference between the transmitting and receiving. 

 

2. Temperature/Blood Pressure/Blood Oxygenation in 5G Wireless 
Communication Systems 
As per the health expertise the temperature, pressure and the blood oxygenation are 

determined by the numerical values. Various types of temperature sensors are used 

to extract these vital signs and then it is processed using various modern digital signal 

processing technologies [24]. Normally the temperature of a healthy person is about 

37-degree C, and it can change according to the environmental conditions. Medically 

measuring the body is very important, because changes in body temperature can 

signal the presence of disease. Oxygen saturation in the body, which is related to the 

heart rate when blood is pumped from the heart to other parts of the human body is 

measured by (SpO2) and Heart Rate.SpO2 or pulse oximetry [8][9]. For simulation 

purpose the normal human temperature i.e., 37 degrees centigrade has be utilized. Fig 

Fig. 8 shows these vital signs in 5G wireless communication systems. 

The same 5G wireless communication was used to design the above model. The given 

input is constant which represents the patient vital signs. Initially the signals are 

extracted using sensors and the same signals are processed using various digital signal 

processing and finally it is transmitted through the designed 5G wireless 

communication model. Fig. 9 shows result of vital signs in 5G wireless 

communication systems. 
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Fig. 8. Patients Vital Sign in 5G Wireless Communication Systems. 

 

Fig. 9. Patients Vital Sign in 5G Wireless Communication Systems by time 

From the simulation results, it clearly states that the patient vital signs are transmitted 

successfully. Since it is a wireless communication system so there will be some 

delay, the simulation shows that the signal is transmitted with the delay of 50μ sec. 

 

3. Image/Video in 5G Wireless Communication Systems 
The sine wave and other digital signal processing blocks are used to design signal 

processing blocks. By using the ADC block, the input which is originally analog is 

converted to digital. Digitization translates the signal captured in the physical world, 

by giving a gain of 5 and FIR filtering is done by tapping 1*8. The up sampling is 

done so as to increase the signal strength for better quality and digitization. The 

amplifier is used to amplify the analog signals and further it is multiplied with the 

local oscillator. Amplifier models a nonlinearity including noise figure for use with 

either baseband or complex envelope signals. The local oscillator has the carrier 

frequency of 1 kHz and the power of 5W. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 shows design of 

image/video with 5G wireless communication systems and its results. 
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Fig. 10. Image/Video in 5G Wireless Communication Systems. 

 

Fig. 11. Image/Video in 5G Wireless Communication Systems by time. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, the FBMC used for 5G transmitter and receiver has been successfully developed, 

and also the telemedicine application is proposed to use 5G wireless system. The transmitter 

section has used OQAM preprocessing and OQAM filter bank. To design the receiving part, a 

polyphase network of sub-channel processing and OQAM post-processing is used. It employs a 

multistage filter bank to reduce band rejection. From the results above, the use of a multicarrier 

bank filter can solve the weakness of OFDM. The filtering operation on a per-subcarrier basis is 

applied by FBMC to provide off-band spectrum characteristics. An extended poly or IFFT phase 

network is used for baseband filtering. Different overlap factors (i.e., K factor) are used for 

filtering to provide different degrees of out-of-band rejection. Further the same designed FBMC 

waveform is used for developing 5G communication link. In this work all the essential 

requirements for telemedicine system have been carried out. The same 5G communication link is 

used to design and transmit patient vital signs and image/video signals. From the simulation 

results, it can be seen that the data is transmitted with a smaller delay time of about 50μ seconds. 

This paper describes the overall design of waveform using all the digital signal processing and 

further it is used in designing both transmitter and receiver of 5G model and further it is deployed 

in telemedicine application which is the most promising technologies in future wireless 

telemedicine. 
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